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Title word cross-reference

$1$ [117, 113].
1997 [160].
2019 [141]. 27-year [27].
360 [85].
50th [127].
'99 [161].

A. [116, 81]. Abstraction [45]. Abstractions [151]. ACM
[160, 141, 132, 152, 156, 158, 83, 91, 161, 82, 117, 90, 123, 130, 70, 120, 95, 113].
Multibillion-Dollar [120]. my [27].
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Cerf:1987:AIL


Clarke:1987:MCM


Cocke:1987:SPS


Codd:1987:RDP


Cook:1987:OCC


Corbato:1987:BSW


Dijkstra:1987:HP


Emerson:1987:MCP
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[123] Jim Ormond. Cryptography pioneers receive ACM A. M. Turing Award: Diffie and Hellman’s invention of public-key cryptography and digital sig-
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[150] CACM Staff. Editor’s letter: Turing reaction. *Communications of the ACM*, 64(9):9, September 2021. CODEN CACMA2. ISSN 0001-

[152] Anonymous. ACM Turing Award honors Jack Dongarra for pioneering concepts and methods which resulted in world-changing computations: Dongarra’s algorithms and software fueled the growth of high-performance computing and had significant impacts in many areas of computational science from AI to computer graphics. ACM Web site, March 29, 2022. URL https://awards.acm.org/about/2021-turing; https://sc22.supercomputing.org/program/acm-a-m-turing-award-lecture/acm.org/about/2021-turing.
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